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COMPANY: BUSKRO LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada. Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell Email: sales@buskro.com Phone: 888-8BUSKRO or
905-839-6018.
DESCRIPTION: The Buskro DLP125-M is a fully integrated, servo
driven digital label press which combines Buskro’s proven inkjet and
control software capabilities with over 40 years of mechanical and material handling experience to create a simple yet powerful variable inkjet
personalization system specifically designed for the label production environment. The DLP125-M is designed to accommodate labels up to
125mm wide with a maximum roll diameter of 482mm on a standard
76mm core, operating at speeds up to 60 m/min. Incorporating all elements of a digital production label printing system in a compact integrated package with user-friendly job management through simple
touchpad web controls and intuitive Compose
software making it perfect for production runs
of all sizes. All critical elements from the precise servo-driven web drive system to the variable print control and piezo inkjet printing engine have been engineered to provide an efficient, fast, and reliable print solution intended
for late-stage, near-line label personalisation.
FEATURES: Supports 4.25” (108mm) wide
print up to 600 x 1200 DPI resolution; Simple
media path with Unwind/rewind servo
Buskro DLP125-M
web-drive at speeds up to 100 cm/s; UV-curable black and security ink formulations for printing on the most challenging substrates; Fully integrated inkjet printer includes automated
maintenance and LED curing lamp; Media rolls from ½” (13mm) to 5”
(127mm) wide and up to 19” (483mm) diameter with standard 3” core;
Quick job change-over with simple media roll installation and software
job management; Touch screen with remote production monitoring; Advanced optional capabilities include: read/print, label position tracking,
RFID/print matching, camera inspection/verification, waste management; Compose IQ supports fixed and variable text, 1D, 2D and QR
Barcodes, as well as common Packaging Barcodes.
CONTACT: For more information, call 888-8BUSKRO or email
sales@buskro.com.

CATEGORY: Labeling Systems
PRODUCT: KR215, KR540, KR565
COMPANY: Kirk-Rudy, Inc., 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Key Contact: info@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 7ii70-427-4203.
KR555 LABELMASTER: The latest generation of Kirk-Rudy’s popular LabelMaster labeling system, the KR555 uses their extremely popular
KR519 base with extruded aluminum T-slot rails that allow the label head
to move freely and easily across the table allowing a wide variety of product positioning. Like all Kirk-Rudy products, this unit is built for production. It holds high capacity label rolls (up to 18” in diameter) and can apply labels to flat products up to 30,000 pieces an hour.
KR540 LABELER/TABBER: Use the KR 540 to apply coiled pressure-sensitive labels as well as other labels of various size and shape onto
a wide assortment of products. Industry standard motors and controls ensure fast and accurate placement while also making it economical to
maintain. Applies up to 2 labels in a single pass. Also runs fan-folded labels using the optional fanfold kit. The KR 535 is designed for versatility
and to perform with less operator training and setup time.
KR565 LABEL SPLICING UNIT: Designed
to provide nonstop, uninterrupted labeling when
used with the KR Tabbers. The continuous feed
dual unwind acts as a stand-alone standard
loose-loop powered unwind unit. When the supply roll unwinds to a certain level, a sensor activates a warning light and signals the drive to
feed the remaining labels into a holding bin. The
second roll of labels is then spliced to the end of
the web as the labels in the bin are consumed.
KR215 LABELING SYSTEM: The KR 215
KR565
applies computer form, pre-printed address labels. Forms are loaded into the label head, slit, cut and glued onto the mail
piece. The KR 215 is a good choice form mailers that address a wide variety of paper products. Use the KR 215 on jobs not suited for inkjet addressing such as magazines, polywrapped items, and newspapers.
CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email
info@kirkrudy.com.
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